This release is concerned with the following error report:

**Error Report 1574**

Error Report 1574 reports a problem in CICS program PPWHAWD that displays the selected employee’s awards on the HAWD screen. When the record of an employee with multiple awards is displayed, then another employee’s record with fewer awards is displayed, the additional awards from the first employee are displayed below the awards from the second employee. However, when the ENTER key is pressed, the remnant awards from the first employee disappear from view.

**CICS Programs**

**PPWHAWD**

Program PPWHAWD has been modified to initialize the WS-TEMP-STORAGE-AREA field defined in Working Storage, which contains the employee’s awards, when a new Employee ID is selected on the HAWD screen.
Test Plan

At UCOP, an employee with five awards and an employee with three awards were selected for the test. Campuses can replicate the following on-line test.

On the Main Menu, Function HAWD was entered on the Next Func: field, and 000000001 was entered on the ID: field. Press ENTER key.

HAWD Screen

The five awards associated with Employee ID 000000001 should be displayed. Employee ID 000050020 was entered on the ID: field. Press ENTER key. Only three awards should be displayed for Employee ID 000050020. Note that the unmodified version of program PPWHAWD would have displayed the last 2 awards from Employee ID 000000001.

Installation Instructions

1. Modify and install CICS program PPWHAWD.
2. CICS pre-compile, DB2-pre-compile, compile, and link CICS program PPWHAWD into the on-line Loadlib.
3. Bind the Package for PPWHAWD.
4. Perform the Test Plan above, and any local tests as desired.
5. Install PPWHAWD into production.

Timing of Installation

This release is not urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.
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